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waders, ot boots of that length; you are handed down
your gun (one is really enough, though some take two
in case of accident), cartridge magazine, revolving stool
and cartridge-holder, which, filled with about two
hundred cartridges, fits on a hook in the butt and is just
at the height of your hand for loading: then you are left
alone to wait for the dawn, when the ducks leave the
river estuary at Cadiz for the marismas.
The start from the ship's side that first morning was
rather weird, for nobody knew where we were going;
it was rather like a cavalry troop moving off for a dawn
reconnaissance. And the fact of being left alone in a butt,
most reminiscent of a pill-box, with a gun and a great
deal of ammunition brought the happy reflection that
only the duck were our adversaries.
It was a marvellous, starlit night; all that one could
see was the glint of the moon and the stars on the water.
At times there was a rushing whirr of wings in the dark,
and often the noise of flamingos, liable to be mistaken
for wild geese. As I crouched in my butt, the expecta-
tion of that dawn really thrilled me: what should I see
when the sun rose?
And what is that quacking?
Duck are already on the water, and though it Is still
very dark I can just catch a glimpse of a few about forty
yards away. Now I can hear them on the other side also,
and as the half-light glimmers I pick out their forms.
This looks like being a really fine shoot, with so many
duck already about. I load my gun and, remembering
the discourse of my fellow-guns the night before, aim
well below the nearest duck. A stab of flame pierces
the darkness: with satisfaction I watch the duck turn
over* Not so bad, one duck for one shot—the locals say

